
Teacher : Miss L iber ty Dare
Photography

Here in the art room we will break up all the parts of
photography. Photography is defined as the capturing of
light, but that is not all that does into it. Photography
contains many different parts. We will first be introduced
to photography in unit 1, and then as time goes on we will
look further into the parts of it. It is extremely important
for both parents and students to understand that the
equipment used is expensive and belongs to HCS and if
broken will need replaced.

WELCOME TO THE ART ROOM

Unit 1: Introduction to Photography
Unit 2: Photography as Art
Unit 3: Choosing a Subject
Unit 4: Elements of a Composition

(Unit length is 9 weeks.)

Units we will cover:

https://www.whyaaa.org/ms-art.html

Liberty.Dare@hsv-k12.org

(256) 428 - 7600

4800 Sparkman Dr. NW
Huntsville, AL 35810

Text: @2e4d4e to 81010
for remind updates

"Photography is the only language that can be understood
anywhere in the world." -Bruno Barbey



C lassroom Expec ta t i ons &
Outcomes
Teacher : Ms . L iber ty Dare

 Be on time 

 Be prepared

 Be respectful

 Clean up your mess

 Raise your hand

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Rules/Expectations

Positive Outcomes 

 Verbal/Written Praise

 Teacher's Helper for the Day

 Positive Bloom/Positive

Contact Parent/Guardian

1.

2.

3.

Negative Outcomes 

 Warning

 Chill Out Chair 

 Negative Bloom/Contact

Parent/Guardian

1.

2.

3.

 Enter quietly

 Be ready & willing to work

 Put ALL belongings in the cubby- except computer

 Follow directions the first time they are given

 Act in a way that does not prevent others from

learning

Students are expected to follow procedure entering the

classroom:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A Positive/Negative Bloom is a record of behavior- this is

a school wide system. If your child gets bloomed (positive

or negative) the parent will be contacted. Blooms come

with rewards/consequences that follow the HCS

Behavioral Learning Guide. 

By signing this you & your student understand the rules,

expectations, positive, & negative outcomes of the

classroom. 

_______________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

 
_______________________________

Student Signature
 
 



Wear the strap attached to the camera so it does not fall. 
 Do not change camera settings unless instructed by teacher.
 Do not run with a camera.
 Do not leave camera laying around, they are to be placed back in protective case and returned
to Miss Dare's office daily. 
 Camera's are not toys or games, do not take pictures of anything other than what is being
asked by the teacher. - I will look at your memory cards, anything inappropriate will be turned
into the principal. 

We will be using Cannon cameras that are DSLR. These camera's are approximately $500/per one.

Camera's for photography are provided by Huntsville City Schools and will need to be treated with
respect while following the rules listed below:

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

By signing both parents/guardians and students both understand the rules and that if a camera is
damaged or broken while in their possession it will be replaced by the parent/guardian. This
statement is also an agreement that students will follow the rules every time they are in
possession of camera equipment/technology in the art room.

_____________________________ __________   ____________________________   ________
Parent/Guardian Signature                 Date               Student Signature                              Date

Photography & Med ia Arts


